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Preface

"The Calligrapher Loves Clumsy Birds" is one of the six selected works from

"Artistic Living Books Contribution Activity" held by National Taiwan Arts

Education Center in 2004. The purpose of this activity is to publish excellent reading

matters of artistic living for all-level school's teachers and students in extracurricular

teaching materials of art study, on the other hand, through just and objective election,

encourage the talents of art field to carry out more creations of supplemental teaching

materials or for art education or extracurricular reading matters for art education, in

order to assist government to promote general art education, to build excellent art

learning environment, and to upgrade national capacity and quality of art and culture.  

Mr. Lin, Ming-Liang, the author of this book, graduated from National Taiwan

College of Arts, now is concentrating on research and writing of calligraphy arts. It

could understand from the name of the book that to learn calligraphy needs patience

and persistence. "In addition to exercise, still exercise". Reading every article in

the book carefully, we can find the essential and pith of learning calligraphy art from

words by author's humorous and delicate layout. All collections in this book are

author's top selected works; entire book keeps continuous tension that has extreme

value of application no matter to the lovers of calligraphy art or calligraphers. This

book is a practical and readable reference book

This center is subordinated to Ministry of Education to be in charge of study,

promotion and guide of art education, in addition to the important task of

development and promotion of publications of art education. Presently, the

publications of art education issued by this Center are promoted to school of every

level in order to shorten the drop of educational resources, and announced in "Taiwan

Art Education Website" (http://ed.arte.gov.tw) established by this center in the same

time. The public who are interested in may visit this website to get the electronic

version of this book and other rich materials and information of art education as well.

Your visiting will be highly welcomed.

November 28, 2005
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Preface

Personally, the happy of performing calligraphy is not because of the feedback of

money, or wining the prize, but obtaining a magic key by which open the time tunnel

to free and easy enter and exit the mysterious ancient and modern space.

In that marvelous world which only could be sensed, I talked with Lao Zi about his

Supreme Righteousness Like Water , and consulted Zhaung Zi with his The

Application of Useless .

The Saint of Running Hand, Zhang Xhu took off his hat elegantly before many

nobles moistening his long hair with ink to write; the unrestrained monk honorable

Huai Su crazily called and jumped in front of a tract of long white wall to write his

running hand of ten million words little boy attendant put on a long face to run to

catch up hard with a basin of ink.

Xien Yu-Shu closed his eyes and stretched his arms to you saying gall, gall, gall ;

Su Dong-Po and Huang Shan-Gu criticized and scoffed the calligraphy each other,

one said the other like stone presses frog , the other returned by hang dead snake

on the tree .later, the talkative Mi Dian came too. He was just seen to open the

top of sedan chair to reveal his super high hat. Taking the sedan chair was

unavoidably to bring about a burst of disturbance where he passed through. Also you

can see Wan Bai Shan Jen Deng Shi-Ru who held a vine cane and wore straw

sandals to proudly pass all corners of the country lonely Dark night, I vaguely

heard modern poet Cheng Chou-Yu muttered The horse s hoof is a beautiful

mistake, I am a passerby not a returned person .

It s really no regret in my life to luckily wander about such a wonderland of

calligraphy. These articles are some rough impression and grumbles during my study

of calligraphy. It s highly expected to obtain any advice without reservation from

experts of all circles. I m so happy that there are two famous experts of calligraphy

Mr. Wang Jen-Chun and Mr. Yang Shao-Yin write the prefaces for this book. Prof.

Wang has perfect skill of calligraphy and elegantly associates with people that

considerably has the Zen feeling of Lao Tzu and Zhuang Tzu, Mr. Yang is an erudite

person and a gentleman, both are the objects I admire and learn usually and could be

described as admired teachers and friends . In addition, my good friend Mr. Deng

Tsu-Lung s voluntary proofreading, who is a professional editor having excellent

knowledge of Chinese literature to add the readability, my acknowledge is also given

to him. 

LIN, OWEN 
At Te Yu Shan Chu, Ta Wu Lun, Keelung

July, 2005
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